Evolution of structural shape in bacterial globin-related proteins.
The globin family of proteins has a characteristic structural pattern of helix interactions that nonetheless exhibits some variation. A simplified model for globin structural evolution was developed in which protein shape evolved by random change of contacts between helices. A conserved globin domain of 15 bacterial proteins representing four structural families was studied. Using a parsimony approach ancestral structural states could be reconstructed. The distribution of number of contact changes per site for a fixed topology tree fit a gamma distribution. Homoplasy was high, with multiple changes per site and no support for an invariant class of residue-residue contacts. Contacts changed more slowly than sequence. A phylogenetic reconstruction using a distance measure based on the proportion of shared contacts was generally consistent with a sequence-based phylogeny but not highly resolved. Contact pattern convergence between members of different globin family proteins could not be detected. Simulation studies indicated the convergence test was sensitive enough to have detected convergence involving only 10% of the contacts, suggesting a limit on the extent of selection for a specific contact pattern. Contact site methods may provide additional approaches to study the relationship between protein structure and sequence evolution.